
Comprehensive  Guide  to  Surf
Points in Arugam Bay, Sri Lanka 

Main Point – A powerful right-hand point break with surfers riding waves against
a backdrop of lush tropical scenery. The waves are large and well-formed. 

Main Point

Main Point in Arugam Bay is indeed ranked among the best surf points in the
world. Here are some of the key reasons why Main Point is highly regarded
internationally.

Why Main Point is Highly Ranked

1. Consistent Quality Waves

 Right-Hand Point Break: Main Point is known for its powerful right-hand
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waves, which are long, fast, and perfect for carving.

 Consistency: The waves at Main Point are consistent, especially from May to
September, offering reliable surf conditions for a significant portion of the year.

2. Wave Characteristics

 Length of Ride: Surfers can enjoy long rides that can stretch up to several
hundred meters, providing ample opportunity for maneuvers.

 Variety of Sections: The wave offers multiple sections, including barrels and
open faces, making it suitable for different styles of surfing.

3. Ideal Surfing Conditions

 Optimal Swell Direction: The point benefits  from south/southwest swells,
which produce the best waves.

 Tide: Mid to high tide often provides the best conditions, with the wave quality
holding up well throughout different stages of the tide.

4. Scenic Beauty

  Tropical  Setting:  Main  Point  is  set  against  a  backdrop  of  lush  tropical
vegetation and a beautiful sandy beach, enhancing the overall surfing experience.

 Warm Waters: The water temperature is warm year-round, eliminating the
need for wetsuits and making for a more comfortable surf.

5. Surf Culture and Community

 Surf Community: Arugam Bay has a vibrant surf culture with a friendly and
welcoming local community. The area hosts various surf competitions and events,
attracting surfers from around the world.

  Surf  Schools  and Rentals:  Numerous  surf  schools  and rental  shops  are
available, making it easy for beginners to get started and for advanced surfers to
find the right equipment.

6. Accessibility

 Proximity to Amenities: Main Point is easily accessible from the main town of



Arugam Bay, which offers a range of accommodations, restaurants, and other
amenities tailored to surfers.

Recognition

  International  Rankings:  Main  Point  has  been  featured  in  various  surf
magazines and travel  guides as one of  the top surf  destinations globally.  Its
reputation is built on the quality of the waves, the beauty of the location, and the
vibrant surf culture.

 Competitions: The spot often hosts international and local surf competitions,
further cementing its status as a world-class surf destination.

Visiting Tips for Main Point

 Early Sessions: To avoid the crowds and get the best waves, head out early in
the morning.

 Respect Local Surfers: As with any popular surf spot, respecting local surfers
and following proper surf etiquette is important.

 Stay Hydrated: The tropical climate can be hot and humid, so keep hydrated
and use sunscreen.

Main Point offers a unique combination of high-quality waves, stunning natural
beauty, and a welcoming surf community, making it a must-visit destination for
surfers from around the world.

Baby Point

Located  just  inside  Main  Point,  providing  smaller,  gentler  waves  ideal  for
beginners and longboarders.

 Wave Characteristics

 Type: Right-hand point break

 Consistency: Good, with smaller, manageable waves.

 Wave Size: Small to medium, generally 2-4 feet.

 Best For: Beginners and longboarders.



 Surroundings

 Scenery: Calm and serene, with fewer people and a relaxed atmosphere.

 Beach: Sandy with shallow entry, making it perfect for learning.

 Surf Experience

 Crowd: Less crowded than Main Point, ideal for new surfers.

 Conditions: Consistent waves throughout the day, best at mid tide.

Baby Point – Gentle, smaller waves perfect for beginners and longboarders. The
image shows a calm beach with surfers paddling out and catching easy waves. 

Elephant Rock

A picturesque surf spot known for its large rock formation resembling an elephant
and its consistent, enjoyable waves.



 Wave Characteristics

 Type: Right-hand point break

 Consistency: Reliable, especially with a south/southwest swell.

 Wave Size: Medium, typically 3-6 ft.

 Best For: Intermediate surfers.

 Surroundings

 Scenery: Natural and unspoiled, with a prominent rock formation and lush
greenery.

 Beach: Remote and less frequented, offering a peaceful environment.

 Surf Experience

 Crowd: Moderately crowded, mostly adventurous surfers.

 Conditions: Best at mid to high tide.



Elephant Rock – A scenic surf spot with a large rock formation resembling an
elephant in the background. Surfers are seen riding mid-sized waves.

Peanut Farm

Peanut Farm features two main breaks: the inside break for beginners and the
outside break for more experienced surfers.

 Wave Characteristics

 Type: Right-hand point break

 Consistency: High, with both gentle and more challenging waves

 Wave Size: Small to medium, 2-6 feet

 Best For: Beginners to intermediates

 Surroundings:



 Scenery: Surrounded by lush greenery and a pristine beach.

 Beach: Secluded with fine sand and clear waters.

 Surf Experience:

 Crowd: Can be busy during peak season, especially at the inside break.

 Conditions: Best from mid to high tide.

Peanut Farm – A split view showing both the inside break with beginners and the
outside  break  with  more  experienced  surfers  at  Peanut  Farm.  The  beach  is
surrounded by lush greenery.

Whisky Point

Known for its mellow waves and stunning sunrise sessions, making it a favorite
for both beginners and intermediate surfers.

 Wave Characteristics



 Type: Right-hand point break.

 Consistency: Consistent, with smooth and easy waves.

 Wave Size: Small to medium, 2-5 feet.

 Best For: Beginners to intermediates.

 Surroundings

 Scenery: Beautiful sunrise views, with a calm and peaceful atmosphere.

 Beach: Sandy beach with clear waters.

 Surf Experience

 Crowd: Less crowded, particularly in the early morning.

 Conditions: Best at mid to high tide.



Whisky Point – Early morning surf session at Whisky Point with the sun rising
over the horizon. Surfers are catching mellow waves, and the overall  vibe is
peaceful. 

Pottuvil Point

Pottuvil  Point  offers  long,  peeling  right-hand  waves.  An  excellent  spot  for
intermediate surfers looking for extended rides.

 Wave Characteristics

 Type: Right-hand point break

 Consistency: High, with long, peeling waves.

 Wave Size: Medium to large, up to 6 feet.

 Best For: Intermediate surfers.

 Surroundings

 Scenery: Remote and tranquil, with untouched natural landscapes.

 Beach: Pristine and quiet, perfect for a peaceful surf experience.

 Surf Experience

 Crowd: Less crowded.

 Conditions: Best from mid to high tide.



Pottuvil Point – A remote and tranquil surf spot at Pottuvil Point with long, peeling
right-hand  waves.  The  image  captures  surfers  enjoying  long  sessions.  The
background has pristine natural landscapes. 

Crocodile Rock

Crocodile Rock is known for its gentle right-hand point break, offering a relaxed
surf experience for beginners and intermediate surfers.

 Wave Characteristics

 Type: Right-hand point break.

 Consistency: Consistent with gentle waves.

 Wave Size: Small to medium, 2-4 feet.

 Best For: Beginners to intermediates.

 Surroundings



 Scenery:  Relaxed and laid-back,  with  a  mix  of  sand and rocks  along the
shoreline.

 Beach: Clear water and serene atmosphere.

 Surf Experience

 Crowd: Moderately crowded, with a friendly vibe.

 Conditions: Best at mid to high tide.

Crocodile Rock – Gentle right-hand point break at Crocodile Rock with a few
surfers enjoying the waves. The setting is laid-back, with a mix of sand and rocks
along the coast. 

Lighthouse Surf Point

Lighthouse Surf Point features a scenic surf spot with a prominent lighthouse in
the background, offering consistent right-hand waves.



Wave Characteristics

 Type: Right-hand point break.

 Consistency: High, with regular swells.

 Wave Size: Medium to large, 3-6 feet.

 Best For: Intermediate to advanced surfers.

Surroundings

 Scenery: Picturesque with the lighthouse and lush greenery.

 Beach: Sandy and clear, providing a beautiful setting.

Surf Experience

 Crowd: Less crowded, providing a more relaxed surf session.

Conditions: Best from mid to high tide.



Lighthouse  Surf  Point  –  A  scenic  surf  spot  at  Lighthouse  Surf  Point  with  a
prominent lighthouse in the background. Surfers are catching consistent right-
hand waves. 

Tips for Surfing in Arugam Bay

1. Early Morning Sessions: The best waves are often in the early morning when
the winds are calmer.

2. Respect Local Etiquette: Be mindful of local surfers and follow proper surf
etiquette.

3. Hydration and Sun Protection: Stay hydrated and use sunscreen to protect
against the tropical sun.

4. Tide Awareness: Pay attention to tide charts  as the conditions can vary
significantly with the tide.

Arugam Bay offers a diverse range of  surf  breaks suitable for  all  levels,  set
against the backdrop of stunning natural beauty.



Whether  you’re  a  seasoned  surfer  or  a  beginner,  Arugam Bay  promises  an
unforgettable surfing adventure. Enjoy your time riding the waves!


